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PEOPLE, PURPOSE  
& PARTNERS



AT TMD WE CONTINUOUSLY 
CHALLENGE OURSELVES TO  
BE THE BEST PARTNER FOR  

INNOVATIVE AND RELIABLE RF  
& HV POWER SOLUTIONS.



PURPOSE 
TMD Technologies Ltd (TMD) is amongst the world’s leading  
manufacturers of microwave tubes, high voltage power supplies, 
amplifiers and transmitters; for Radar, Electronic Warfare (EW), 
Communications, Electromagnetic Compatibility Radio Frequency 
(EMC RF) testing, scientific and medical applications. 

OUR MISSION
“To Continuously Challenge Ourselves to be the Best  
Partner for Innovative and Reliable RF & HV Power Solutions”

OUR VALUES
We operate within a framework of core ethical values which  
include: customer focus, collaboration, quality, creativity and pride  
in the products and services we offer. 

AT TMD WE CONTINUOUSLY 
CHALLENGE OURSELVES TO  
BE THE BEST PARTNER FOR  

INNOVATIVE AND RELIABLE RF  
& HV POWER SOLUTIONS.
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In 1969 EMI formed a joint venture  
with Varian (now CPI), which lasted  
until 1989 when THORN Microwave 
Devices became a UK owned subsidiary  
of THORN EMI Electronics; developing 
switched mode power supplies and 
transmitters for radar & EW applications. 

TMD Technologies was formed in 1995  
as the result of an inspired Management 
Buy-Out (MBO) from THORN-EMI.  

The company was then able to transform 
its business by adopting a forward looking 
and optimistic view of what it could offer 
to a world-wide marketplace, through 
combining mastery of complex and 
demanding existing technologies,  
with innovative design.

OUR HERITAGE
OUR ROOTS CAN BE TRACED BACK TO THE EARLY 1940s, WHEN THE  
MICROWAVE TUBE RESEARCH DIVISION OF EMI ELECTRONICS DEVELOPED  
HIGH POWER KLYSTRONS, FOR USE IN THE FIRST AIRBORNE RADARS BEING 
DEVELOPED DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR.  
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TRAVELLING WAVE TUBES
We manufacture three main types of TWT - ring 
loop, ring bar and coupled cavity. Applications 
include naval surveillance radar, air traffic control 
radar and airborne radar. Our TWTs are often 
combined with our own switched mode power 
supplies to produce Travelling Wave Tube  
Amplifiers (TWTAs).

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLIES
Our HVPSUs offer many features desirable for 
modern radar and EW applications; high efficiency, 
ultra-low voltage ripple (low noise), high inverter 
frequencies, ultra-low pulse to pulse jitter, low 
throughput delay and high power density.

SCOPE OF OUR 
BUSINESS

DID YOU KNOW?
THE HIGH POWER TUBE DIVISION  

OF EMI ELECTRONICS WAS WORKING ON 

KLYSTRONS FOR AIRBORNE RADAR IN 

WWII AS PART OF WINSTON CHURCHILL’S 

STRATEGY FOR TECHNOLOGY BACK-UP - 

KEEPING ONE STEP AHEAD OF  

THE ENEMY.



RUGGED AMPLIFIERS
TMD’s flagship products, operating in many 
systems worldwide are rugged Military Specification 
(MIL Spec) amplifiers and transmitters - which 
combine microwave tubes and high voltage power 
supplies. These are designed for the harshest 
environments in terms of vibration, shock, and 
temperature extremes, and are fully Environmental 
Stress Screening (ESS) tested before shipment.

TRAVELLING WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIERS
Over the past 20 years we have proved  
ourselves to be a world leader in TWTA design 
innovation, offering particularly unusual products  
for a variety of markets and applications.  
We have particular strength in the area of  
high power pulsed TWTAs (up to 40 kW) for 
Electromagnetic Compatibility, High Intensity  
Radio Frequency (EMC HIRF) testing.

Drawing on its rich heritage of  
product technology, and combining  
this with designs of modern electronics 
generated by a creative young team  
of designers, TMD rapidly established 
itself as the premier source of new 
technology for state of the art radar 
electronics solutions, solving the  
problems of combining high reliability  
with high voltage, in high efficiency 
products for harsh environments.

MICROWAVE POWER MODULES
A sub-group of our rugged amplifiers, our MPMs 
comprise a compact power supply and mini TWT, 
combined into an ultra-compact, lightweight “drop 
in” amplifier block. This simplifies system design 
and installation, increases reliability and minimises 
safety hazards. These MPMs are particularly 
suitable for airborne applications or for other 
situations where space and weight are critical.

TMD IN THE USA
In recognition of the growing  
importance of TMD’s business in  
the USA, TMD Technologies, LLC was 
established in 2012, operating from  
a facility in Baltimore, Maryland. TMD 
Technologies, LLC is fully operational, 
providing both technical and commercial 
sales support for our USA customers, 
together with a comprehensive repair  
and maintenance facility. It has a 
dedicated website www.tmdus.com.



OUR CUSTOMERS
WE SUPPLY A GLOBAL CUSTOMER BASE, WORKING WITH BOTH GOVERNMENTS AND 
PRIME CONTRACTORS. OUR CAPABILITIES ARE MAINLY AT THE TIER 2 LEVELS OF THE 
SUPPLY CHAIN; PROVIDING EQUIPMENT TO SYSTEM INTEGRATORS

Our products are positioned on  
hundreds of platforms and programmes 
worldwide and we work closely with major 
Primes such as Raytheon, Selex, BAE 
Systems, Telephonics and many more.  
We also work very closely with Research 
Establishments and Educational 
Institutions such as Strathclyde and  
Brunel Universities.

WHAT KEEPS CUSTOMERS COMING 
BACK TO TMD? 

TECHNICAL INNOVATION
We are constantly innovating and 
revolutionizing the way we do business.  
In 2005 we won a Queen’s Award for 
Enterprise in the Innovation category for 
developing and manufacturing a ground-
breaking high voltage power supply for 
radar, which achieves a noise level  
100 times lower than that of previous 
designs. In the previous year 2004,  

we also won a Queen’s Award for 
Enterprise in the International Trade 
category – a testament to our growth  
and influence in our industry worldwide. 

We design solutions that are at once 
elegant and robust to meet customers’ 
specifications and also help the customer 
refine their specifications to get the best 
most competitive solution from TMD.  
In order that our products can deliver  
the high powers, in the small volumes,  
in challenging environments, we are 
required to be innovative and ground-
breaking in the way that we design, 
manufacture and test. This innovation  
also stretches beyond our products  
into the very way that we do business.

EXPERTISE
With over 60 years of microwave 
experience, we boast one of the world’s 
most highly qualified and skilled HVPSU 
and tube engineering design teams  
and a highly experienced & skilled team  
of PCB and tube assemblers with on-line 
QA inspection. We also have state of the 
art facilities, with 90,000 square ft. of 

floor space in our UK factory; consisting  
of high quality processing, test facilities 
and computerised design tools for 
mechanical design, analysis, and 
performance simulation.
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Tier 4
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Provider



RELIABILITY
TMD’s engineering expertise and good 
design practice, combined with our sound 
manufacturing philosophies and robust 
test regimes, mean that TMD products  
are remarkably reliable in the harsh 
environments in which they operate. It’s 
not just our products which are reliable, 
TMD can be relied upon to deliver. We 
currently have over 1000 TWTAs & 

TMD IS A MULTIPLE QUEEN’S AWARD WINNER:
IN 2004 FOR INTERNATIONAL TRADE PERFORMANCE AND IN 2005 FOR  
INNOVATION IN RADAR POWER SUPPLY DESIGN.

transmitters operating in the field in air, 
land and sea systems; demonstrating  
this excellent reliability.  
 
We also provide a high level of  
support to ensure the products we  
supply meet the expected performance  
and reliability criteria.

TMD Technologies is regularly audited 
against, and approved to the rigorous 
quality standard BS EN ISO9001.

Courtesy RCCS



PARTNERSHIPS – WITH CUSTOMERS
We continually work with our customers  
to maximise the combined potential of both 
parties to deliver quality and durability, on 
time. We offer full support wherever the 
customer is in the world; before, during 
and after order placement.

TMD’s independent management, and  
the ability to make decisions, swiftly  
and reliably, attracts Customers who  
are looking for reliable technical and 
business partnership on complex projects. 
Our products form part of sophisticated 
systems produced by our customers,  
and TMD’s willingness to contribute  
our expertise to help our customers 
investigate and understand system- 
wide interactions and trade-offs, has 
proved highly valuable in enabling our  
Customers to advance the State of  
the Art in various fields.

PARTNERSHIPS – WITH SUPPLIERS
TMD always seeks to form mutually 
beneficial relationships with its suppliers, 
partners and contractors; which enables  
us to become far more than the sum of  
our own capabilities and experience.

Dave Brown, Managing Director says  
“The attitude of partnership is crucial.  
We have very close relationships with  
both suppliers and customers, because  
our product specifications are complicated, 
and very difficult to fulfil at the reliabilities 
we require and achieve. Getting suppliers 
involved at the design stage means that  
we are aware of issues we could be 
potentially designing in - and then ensure 
we don’t! As well as maintaining the 

highest quality and reliability, this means 
we also design to the right price point”

PARTNERSHIPS – WITH GOVERNMENT
Since 2014, TMD has been a beneficiary 
of the prestigious government funded 
Sharing in Growth scheme (SiG). SiG is a 
mainly Regional Growth Funded initiative, 
with £50 million of funding allocated to 
approximately 40 carefully appraised and 
selected UK aerospace civil and defence 
manufacturing suppliers. 

This funding releases about £1.2 million 
of top industry consultant-based  
expertise for analysis, assessment  
and business improvement per 
 company, for up to four years  
– tailored to each beneficiary  
to help achieve or further  
enhance world class  
performance standards.
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TMD’S WILLINGNESS TO CONTRIBUTE  
OUR EXPERTISE TO HELP OUR CUSTOMERS 
INVESTIGATE AND UNDERSTAND SYSTEM-
WIDE INTERACTIONS AND TRADE-OFFS,  
HAS PROVED HIGHLY VALUABLE.



With the funding and support from SiG, 
TMD will benefit from a more rational  
data approach, clarity and efficiency  
of working processes, faster journey of 
products to market, increased quality  
& reliability, increased value to existing 
customers and increased ability to  
attract new customers in new markets.

EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Our people are our greatest asset and  
key to continued growth and success  
and as such, we are committed to 
providing careers and working 
environments in which our people  
can achieve to their fullest potential. 

TMD has a commitment to keeping 
employees informed through news 
circulars and regular staff meetings. 
Employees can access the Company  
Intranet to obtain general information  

on TMD. Employees are encouraged  
to discuss operational issues  
with their line management and  
to suggest ways to improve  
performance and efficiency. 

We have recently introduced some  
new initiatives such as:
• Dedicated social spaces supplied  
 with games to aid relaxation and  
 inspire creativity
• Awards schemes to recognise  
 excellence
• A mentoring scheme to encourage  
 career development for all

Developing future talent is fundamental  
to TMD. Apprenticeship and graduate 
recruitment schemes have been running 
for many years and more recently NVQ 
business improvement projects as part  
of the Sharing in Growth Programme.

DID YOU KNOW?
TMD INVESTS IN HIGHLY SPECIALISED TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: ABOVE LEFT A CATHODE EMISSION TESTER  

TO ENSURE QUALITY OF THE BATCH PRIOR TO FURTHER TUBE PROCESSING AND ABOVE RIGHT A HIGH 

RESOLUTION X-RAY MACHINE WITH CT SCAN CAPABILITY TO DETECT AND ELIMINATE FLAWS IN PRODUCTION.



CHARITY
TMD has always been a socially 
responsible employer connected to the 
wider community, and has now initiated a 
TMD ‘charity of the year’ scheme. Every 
year, members of staff nominate a new 
charity which benefits from the proceeds 
raised by events organised by TMD’s 
Sports and Social Team.

Since 2014 we have supported 
Alzheimer’s Society, Cancer Research  
UK, the National Autistic Society and the 
London’s Air Ambulance – this year 
raising over £4400. 

OUR RESPONSIBILITY
OUR PRIMARY OBJECTIVE IS TO MINIMISE OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT 
AND ANY NEGATIVE IMPACT WE MAY HAVE ON THE ENVIRONMENT
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THE ENVIRONMENT 
Our primary objective is to minimise our 
carbon footprint and any negative impact 
we may have on the environment. TMD  
is committed to the following: 

• To meet or exceed the requirements  
 of relevant legislative, regulatory and  
 environmental codes of practice 
• To identify, reduce and dispose of  
 waste arising from our operations in  
 a manner that minimises harm to the  
 environment and prevents pollution of  
 land, air and water – including  
 recycling wherever possible 
• To reduce the consumption of energy  
 and water and use renewable and/or  
 recycled resources wherever  
 practicable. This includes LED lighting  
 and high efficiency boilers. Also,  
 a programme to reduce the use of  
 paper and photocopiers
• To encourage our suppliers and  
 subcontractors to implement good  
 environmental practices and  
 procedures which support our  
 own objectives and targets 
• To take responsibility for the 
 maintenance and revision of our  
 environmental policy, which is reviewed  
 on a regular basis, in order to set  
 environmental objectives and targets  
 for continuous improvement, as we  
 recognise the need for sustainable  
 development 
• TMD encourages Cycling to Work and  
 provides facilities to aid this low carbon  
 form of transport. 

SOLAR PANELS
Recently TMD has invested in solar panels 
on the factory roof. Managing Director, 
Dave Brown comments “TMD is a market 
leader and we felt the need to broaden 
this to our environmental impact. The 
solar panel project has delivered both 
substantial financial and environmental 
benefits, reducing our electricity generated 
carbon footprint by an impressive 30%.

ALSO, TMD TURNS ‘GREEN’ WITH ITS 
CAR FLEET!
With corporate fleets accounting for 53 
per cent of new-car sales, the business 
sector is highly important to eco growth 
and sustainability. TMD has gone the extra 
mile to make an environmental impact by 
replacing existing cars with either fully 
electric or Plug in Hybrids. This proportion 
currently stands at 50% and the aim is to 
increase to 100% as the fleet is renewed.

LEAD-FREE SOLDERING READINESS/
EVALUATION
In response to the requirements of EU 
legislation “Restriction of Hazardous 
Substances” we completed a two year 
research and development programme  
to fully investigate lead free solder 
alternatives for Printed Circuit Board  
(PCB) assembly. This Department of  
Trade & Industry (DTI) funded project  
was undertaken as a Knowledge  
Transfer Partnership (KTP) between  
TMD and CRDM Research, a  
Department of Buckinghamshire  
Chiltern University College. 
    

In 2017 Nigel Hann, TMD’s Head of Sales, completed the 
Prudential RideLondon-Surrey 100 cycle ride in support of 
London’s Air Ambulance.



ETHICAL SOURCING AND AVOIDANCE 
OF COUNTERFEIT MATERIALS
TMD Technologies has a Conflict Minerals 
Policy to assure that metals are not  
being sourced from mines in the “Conflict 
Region”, situated in the eastern portion  
of the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
(DRC) and surrounding countries – and  
is taking firm steps to ensure that our 
suppliers are establishing similar policies. 

We are also very diligent in ensuring  
that we avoid counterfeit component  
and materials which can have  
serious performance, reliability  
and safety implications.

CYBER SECURITY INVESTMENT
Following best practise  
recommended by the UK MoD,  
TMD worked diligently on, and  
was awarded the UK Government  
accreditation ‘Cyber Security  
Essentials Plus’ in December 2016.

CONTACT US TODAY

020 8573 5555
wecare@tmd.co.uk

 TMD Technologies
 @TMDTechnologies
 TMD Technologies Ltd
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